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About the Project
Intelligent Transformation (AITRAN) is an AI-based trading platform
created to eliminate users from buying indecision and automate their
trading through an automated trading system. 

Intelligent Transformation (AITRAN) platform also complies with BEP-
20 standards. Our goal is to create trading robots for financial
institutions and provide cybersecurity services to large corporations
on a global scale.

1- INTRODUCTION
Intelligent Transformation is a project that seeks to unify
cryptocurrencies and stimulate the market with an advanced smart
trading system.

Thanks to the project's intelligent trading system, it analyzes
comprehensive data and creates a system that works on your behalf
to make the most accurate pricing of other digital assets in the market.

Intelligent Transformation is a project that will surpass all its
competitors with its user experience, automated processing
capability, predictive feature and high-level security.

2- MARKET ANALYSIS
Intelligent Transformation, brings together a wide range of financial
data, including historical price data, trading data
volumes, market trends and social sentiment.
It forms the basis for the development of sophisticated forecasting
algorithms.



3- ALGORITHMS

Moving Averages ( MA ):

Realitive Strenght Index ( RSI ):

Bollinger Bands:

Moving Average Convergence Divergence ( MACD ):

Fibonacci Retracement:

Volume Profile:

Ichimoku Cloud:

The Intelligent Transformation algorithm uses state-of-the-art machine learning
models such as deep neural networks, recurrent neural networks and ensemble
learning techniques to analyze and predict the future prices of digital assets.

The ma indicator smooths out price fluctuations and provides insight int the
overall trend direction.

RSI measures the speed and chance of price movements, indicating overbought
or oversold conditions.

Bollinger bands consist of a moving average and upper and lower bands that
represent price volatility

MACD is a trend-following momentum indicator  that identifies potential trend
reversals.

This tool uses horizontal lines to indicate potential levels of support ana
resistance based on the fibonacci sequence.

Volume profile displays the trading volume at different price levels, highlighting
areas of high liquidity and potential turning points.

The ichimoku cloud combines multiple indicators to provide a comprehensive
view of support, resistance and trend strength.
These technical indicators along with other proprietary metrics and patterns,
contribute to the accuracy and reliability of the Intelligent Transformation
prediction algorithms. 



4- ACCURACY AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
By subjecting predictive algorithms to backtesting and validation
processes their reliability and accuracy. Performance measures,
including accuracy, risk-adjusted returns and other relevant indicators
are used to evaluate and optimize the performance of the algorithms.
By leveraging technical indicators and using advanced machine
learning models, AiTran Token provides users with valuable insights
into future market behavior, ensure informed investment decisions are
made and potentially maximize investment returns.

5- AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM
5-1 EXECUTION AND ORDER MANAGEMENT:

Intelligent Transformation’s auto trading system seamlessly executes
buy and sell orders based on the predictions generated by the ai
algorithms. The system integrates with landing crypto currency
exchanges, ensuring efficient order execution, portfolio management
and risk mitigation. Strict risk management protocols are implemented
to safeguard client investments and optimize trading outcomes

5-2 SECURITY MEASURES:

Intelligent Transformation ai prioritizes the security of its platform and
user assets. Industry standard encryption protocols and secure
communication and robust identity verification precesses are
implemented to ensure the integrity of user accounts regular security
audits and penetration testing are conducted to address
vulnerabilities promptly.



6- AITRAN TOKEN ECONOMY
6-1 TOKEN OVERVIEW:

AiTran Token is a core part of the Intelligent Transformation
ecosystem. Bep-20 standard on the binance smartchain. it functions
as an autility token and allows users to you can access exclusive
features, receive fee refunds and unlock additional benefits on the
platform. The aitran token serves as a medium of exchange that
incentivizes user participation, incentive fragmentation and supportive
networking effects

6-2 TOKEN USAGE AND BENEFITS:

AiTran Token shareholders, reduced trading fees, improved access to
advanced market analysis tools, priority access to new features and
products, and active participation in community governance. users
with higher token ownership and engagement levels receive additional
discounts, establishing a mutually beneficial relationship

6-3 TOKEN DISTRIBUTION AND ECONOMICS:

A new industry distribution following a well-defined and attractive
token economy fair distribution and encouraging active participation
within the traditional ecosystem.

6-4 TEAM ALLOCATION:

To recognize the dedicated efforts of the AiTran Token team, to
encourage their continued work and to commit to the success of the
project, 10% of the total token supply will be allocated to the team.



Q3 2023 :

R�gorous closed beta test�ng w�ll be conducted to
�mprove the funct�onal�ty and user exper�ence of
the platform.

Dur�ng th�s phase, the app concept, closed beta
test�ng, A�Tran Token team, develop the app
concept, create an �ntu�t�ve user �nterface and

Q4 2023 :
Market test�ng and feedback w�ll be collected by
open�ng the platform to a l�m�ted number of users.
W�th the feedback rece�ved, system adjustments
w�ll be made and necessary �mprovements w�ll be
completed and performance and add�t�onal
secur�ty measures w�ll be �mplemented.

Q2 2024 :
Integrat�ons w�th cryptocurrenc�es w�ll be
completed and work w�ll be completed to ensure
un�nterrupted connect�v�ty by pr�or�t�z�ng
exchanges and regular l�qu�d�ty w�ll be prov�ded for
the platform.

Q4 2024 :

The ent�re platform w�ll be publ�cly launched and
off�c�ally go l�ve. The f�rst users to jo�n the system
w�ll rece�ve exclus�ve access and d�scounts.

Q1 2025 :

In the f�nal phase, we w�ll �ntroduce a central�zed
wallet that prov�des A�Tran users w�th a h�gh level of
secur�ty and complete control. In add�t�on, we w�ll
prov�de users w�th out-of-system solut�ons that w�ll
allow them to use d�fferent payment methods.

ROADMAP



20%
L�st�ng

10%
A�rdrop

35%
Market�ng

10%
 L�qu�d�ty

15%
Development

10%
Team

TOKENOMIC

10% A�rdrop 
( 3.300.000.000 )

20% L�st�ng 
( 6.600.000.000 )

15% Development 
( 4.950.000.000 )

10% Team
( 3.300.000.000 )

10% L�qu�d�ty 
( 3.300.000.000 )

35% Market�ng 
( 11.550.000.000 )

TOTAL SUPPLY: 33.000.000.000


